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Assignments and Solutions .....................................................................................................................................

Mark Scheme ............................................................................................................................................................ BADGE “CODE TRAINEE”

Exercise 1

EXERCISES WITH FLOWCHARTS AND PSEUDOCODE

The population of a country is 20 million and there is an annual increase of 3%. Design a flowchart and 

pseudocode which will calculate and present the population of the country after 20 years.

ASSIGNMENTS AND SOLUTIONS:

END

Counter <= 20
FALSE TRUE

BEGIN

Population ← 20000000

Counter ← 1

Population ← Population + Population * 0,03Output Population

Counter ← Counter + 1

Solution:

Flowchart
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Next Counter

Solution: Pseudocode

 Population ←  20 000 000

BEGIN

 Counter ←�1

For (Counter <= 20) Do

 Population  ←� Population + Population *0.03

 Counter ←  Counter + 1

OUTPUT Population

END

Exercise 2

Design a flowchart and write the pseudocode which will accept positive integer numbers and then calculates 

and presents their sum and their average. The program should terminate when a negative number is inserted by 

the user. The code should check if no valid data have been given and give the message “No Data have been given” 

as an output when the program terminates.

Soulution: Pseudocode

BEGIN

 Sum  ←  0

 Counter  ←� 0

 WHILE (Number > 0) DO 

 INPUT Number

  Average ← Sum / Count

  OUTPUT “No Data have been given”

 END IF

 ELSE

END

 END WHILE

  INPUT Number

 IF (Counter <> 0) THEN

  Sum �←� Sum + Number

  OUTPUT Sum, Average

  Counter  ←� Counter + 1

END

Number > 0

Counter <> 0

Output

“No Data 

have been given”

FALSE

FALSE TRUE

TRUE

BEGIN

Sum ← 0

Sum ← Sum + Number

Counter ← 0

Counter ← Counter + 1Average ← Sum / Count

Read Number

Read NumberOutput Sum, Average

Solution:

Flowchart
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 END IF
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rd
Ÿ 3  Grade is the Exam grade which counts for the 60% of the total grade

=trunc(2.5)+8

nd
Ÿ 2  Grade is the Quiz grade which counts for the 30% of the total grade

Solution: see next page

A teacher wants to make a program which will read the name and last name of a student and three grades.

Answer: 10

Exercise 2:

st
Ÿ 1  Grade is the Project grade which counts for 10% of the total grade

=10

=2+8

Write a C++ program which will output the name and final grade of the student.

=trunc(-5.5+8)+abs(-8)

BADGE 'CODE PADAWAN’

Exercise 1

State the output of the following C++ command:

cout<<trunc(-5.5+ pow(2,3))+ abs(round(-sqrt(68)))<<endl;

Solution:

3=trunc(-5.5+2 )+abs(round(-8.24)

3   using namespace std;

8   Project Quiz  Examint , , ;

12      cout endl<< << ;"Please enter student's last name" 

14      cout endl<< << ;"Please enter the Project grade" 

1  #include <iostream>

2

4

5   mainint ()

6  {

7    firstname lastnamestring , ;

9    FinalGradefloat ;

10      cout endl<< << ;"Please enter student's first name" 

11   firstname;cin>>

13   lastnamecin>> ;

16      cout endl<< << ;"Please enter the Quiz grade" 

18     cout endl << << ;"Please enter the Exam grade" 

20

19   Examcin>> ;

21   FinalGrade Project Quiz Exam= * + * + * ;0.10 0.30 0.60

17   Quizcin>> ;

22

15   Projectcin>> ;

23   firstnamecout endl<< << << ;"Student Name: "

24  lastnamecout endl<< << << ;"Student Lastname: "

25   FinalGradecout endl<< << << ;"Final Grade: "

28  }

27    return 0;

26
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20    gradesArray i s_grade[ ]= ;

19    s_gradecin>> ;

Solution:

BADGE 'CODE KNIGHT’

Exercise 1: If statements, Loops and Arrays

12    totalint = ;0

18    icout endl<< << + << << ;"Enter student " " grade"1

7  {

4

Ÿ the names and grades of the students

2

Write a code which the user inputs the names and grades of 5 students in two 1-dimensional arrays. 

Ÿ the sum and average of the student's grades

The program should output:B

Ÿ If the average is above or equal to 50% then output “All is good!” else “Revision is needed!”.

5   mainint ()

1  #include <iostream>

3   using namespace std;

6

8    gradesArrayint [ ];5

9    nameArraystring [ ];5

11    s_gradeint = ;0

13    averagefloat = ;0

14

15     i i ifor int( = ; < ; ++){0 5

10    s_namestring ;

16    icout endl<< << + << << ;"Enter student " " name"1

17    s_namecin>> ;

33    averageif ( >= ){50

Exercise 2: Files

 22   total total s_grade= + ;

36    else {

37    cout endl<< << ;"Revision is needed!"

31   totalcout endl<< << << ;"The total grade is: "

32   averagecout endl<< << << ;"The average grade is: "

26    nameArray icout endl<< << [ ]<< ;"Student name:"

38   }

40  }

21    nameArray i s_name[ ]= ;

24   }

27    gradesArray icout endl<< << [ ]<< ;"Grade: "

29

39

35   }

28   }

23

30   average total= / ;5

25     i i ifor int( = ; < ; ++){0 5

34    cout endl<< << ;"All Is good!"

Write a code which reads as input two numbers located in a txt file called “input.txt” and writes their sum in a txt 

file called “output.txt”.

Solution: see next page
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 1  #include<fstream>

 2   using namespace std;

 3   mainint (){

 4

 5   finifstream ( );"input.txt"

 6

 7   foutofstream ( );"output.txt"

 8   a  b  cint , , ;

 9  fin  a  b>> >> ;

 10  c  a  b= + ;

 11  fout  c  << << ;endl

 12  fin close. ();

 13  fout close. ();

 14   return 0;

 15    }

”CODE MASTER” BADGE

Complete all the above

BADGE “CODE TRAINEE“

In order for the student to receive the badge 8 points out of the 12 available have to be achieved in this exercise. 

Each bullet point represents one point. There is no negative marking.

Flowchart:

Ÿ Correct shapes

Exercise 1

Ÿ  Population and counter (or similarly named) variables initialized 

Ÿ  Iteration with loop which repeats for 20 times

Ÿ  Output the final result

Pseudocode:

Ÿ  Correct Begin and End 

Ÿ  Population and counter variables initialized 

Ÿ  Iteration with loop which repeats for 20 times

Ÿ  Calculation for increasing population

Ÿ  Incrementing Counter in loop

Ÿ  Calculation for increasing population

Ÿ  Output the final result

Ÿ  Incrementing Counter in loop

Ÿ  Iteration with loop which repeats for input greater than zero

Ÿ  Correct shapes for Begin-End, input/output and process

Flowchart:

Exercise 2

In order for the student to receive the badge 16 points out of the 23 available have to be achieved in this exercise. 

Each bullet point represents one point. There is no negative marking.

Ÿ  Correct shapes for iteration (Loop) and decision (IF)

Ÿ  Sum and Counter (or similarly named) variables initialized

Ÿ  Read input to Number (or similarly named) variable

MARK SCHEME
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MARK SCHEME
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Ÿ  Read input to Number (or similarly named) variable

Ÿ  Sum and Counter (or similarly named) variables initialized

Ÿ  Calculation for Average

Ÿ  Calculation for Average

Ÿ  Output “No Data have been given” message

70% of Marks should be achieved for the student to earn the “Code Trainee” Badge.

Ÿ  Output “No Data have been given” message

Ÿ  Correct Begin and End 

Ÿ  Read new Number in loop

Ÿ  Incrementing Counter in loop

Ÿ  Incrementing Counter in loop

Ÿ  IF statement which checks if positive integer numbers have been inserted (counter <>0) 

Ÿ  Output Sum and Average

Ÿ  Calculation for SUM

Pseudocode:

Ÿ  Iteration with loop which repeats for input greater than zero

Ÿ  Calculation for SUM

Ÿ  Read new Number in loop

Ÿ  IF statement which checks if positive integer numbers have been inserted (counter <>0) 

Ÿ  Output Sum and Average

This breaks down as 8 points from Exercise 1 and 16 points from Exercise 2.

BADGE “CODE TRAINEE“

Exercise 1

Correct answer receives 2 points

Exercise 2

In order for the student to receive the badge 7 points out of the 10 available have to be achieved in this exercise. 

Each bullet point represents one point. There is no negative marking.

Ÿ  Answer: 10

!

!

Ÿ  Correct for loop

Ÿ  Correct total and average definition as integer or float

Ÿ  Output total

Ÿ  Correct calculation of average

Ÿ  Output message to user

Ÿ  Input to grades array

Ÿ  Input to name array

Ÿ  Correct calculation of total

Ÿ  Correct name array definition as string

Ÿ  Output name array and grades array in loop

Ÿ  Correct output messages to user

Ÿ  Correct end of line (semicolon) in all lines of code

Ÿ  Correct string variables firstname and lastname (or similarly named) variables

Ÿ  Correct Include namespace std

Ÿ  Correct integer or float project, quiz, exam, finalgrade (or similarly named) variables

Ÿ  Correct library <iostream>

Ÿ  Correct int main

Ÿ  Correct input to variables

Ÿ  Output student name and surname and final grade

Ÿ  Correct Final Grade calculation

70% of Marks should be achieved for the student to earn the “Code Padawan” Badge.

In total 8 out of 12 available from Exercise 1 and 2.

BADGE “CODE TRAINEE“

Exercise 1

Ÿ Correct library <iostream>

Ÿ  Correct end of line (semicolon) in all lines of code

Ÿ  Correct grades array definition integer or float

In order for the student to receive the badge 13 points out of the 18 available have to be achieved in this exercise. 

Each bullet point represents one point. There is no negative marking.

Ÿ  Correct Include namespace std

Ÿ  Correct int main
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Ÿ  Read input to Number (or similarly named) variable

Ÿ  Sum and Counter (or similarly named) variables initialized

Ÿ  Calculation for Average

Ÿ  Calculation for Average

Ÿ  Output “No Data have been given” message

70% of Marks should be achieved for the student to earn the “Code Trainee” Badge.

Ÿ  Output “No Data have been given” message

Ÿ  Correct Begin and End 

Ÿ  Read new Number in loop

Ÿ  Incrementing Counter in loop

Ÿ  Incrementing Counter in loop

Ÿ  IF statement which checks if positive integer numbers have been inserted (counter <>0) 

Ÿ  Output Sum and Average

Ÿ  Calculation for SUM

Pseudocode:

Ÿ  Iteration with loop which repeats for input greater than zero

Ÿ  Calculation for SUM

Ÿ  Read new Number in loop

Ÿ  IF statement which checks if positive integer numbers have been inserted (counter <>0) 

Ÿ  Output Sum and Average

This breaks down as 8 points from Exercise 1 and 16 points from Exercise 2.
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Exercise 1

Correct answer receives 2 points

Exercise 2

In order for the student to receive the badge 7 points out of the 10 available have to be achieved in this exercise. 

Each bullet point represents one point. There is no negative marking.

Ÿ  Answer: 10

!

!

Ÿ  Correct for loop

Ÿ  Correct total and average definition as integer or float

Ÿ  Output total

Ÿ  Correct calculation of average

Ÿ  Output message to user

Ÿ  Input to grades array

Ÿ  Input to name array

Ÿ  Correct calculation of total

Ÿ  Correct name array definition as string

Ÿ  Output name array and grades array in loop

Ÿ  Correct output messages to user

Ÿ  Correct end of line (semicolon) in all lines of code

Ÿ  Correct string variables firstname and lastname (or similarly named) variables

Ÿ  Correct Include namespace std

Ÿ  Correct integer or float project, quiz, exam, finalgrade (or similarly named) variables

Ÿ  Correct library <iostream>

Ÿ  Correct int main

Ÿ  Correct input to variables

Ÿ  Output student name and surname and final grade

Ÿ  Correct Final Grade calculation

70% of Marks should be achieved for the student to earn the “Code Padawan” Badge.

In total 8 out of 12 available from Exercise 1 and 2.

BADGE “CODE TRAINEE“

Exercise 1

Ÿ Correct library <iostream>

Ÿ  Correct end of line (semicolon) in all lines of code

Ÿ  Correct grades array definition integer or float

In order for the student to receive the badge 13 points out of the 18 available have to be achieved in this exercise. 

Each bullet point represents one point. There is no negative marking.

Ÿ  Correct Include namespace std

Ÿ  Correct int main
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Ÿ  Get a and b numbers from file

Ÿ  Close files

Ÿ  Output average

Ÿ  Write result in file

Ÿ  Correct file out

Ÿ  Correct file in

Ÿ  Correct IF statement with else

Exercise 2

In order for the student to receive the badge 7 points out of the 10 available have to be achieved in this exercise. 

Each bullet point represents one point. There is no negative marking.

Ÿ  Output message “All is good!” and “Revision is needed!”
Ÿ

Ÿ  Correct library <fstream>

Ÿ  Correct Include namespace std

Ÿ  Correct end of line (semicolon)

Ÿ  Correct int main

Ÿ  Add the two numbers

70% of Marks should be achieved for the student to earn the “Code Knight” Badge.

This breaks down as 13 points from Exercise 1 and 7 points from Exercise 2.

”CODE MASTER” BADGE

Ÿ  Earn the „Code Padawan“ Badge

In order for a student to be eligible for the Code Master Badge they must first complete successfully the following 

tasks:

Ÿ  Earn the „Code Knight“ Badge

Ÿ  Earn the „Code Trainee“ Badge

!
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